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Abstract: The optimism of the way protects the information from the non-workers. These quick responses after
the removal of the event are at risk of combining the attack by real users. Our work analyses the secret security
problem from anonymous sight. In our work we begin every way to safeguard the use of health care system.
These include the complexity of the ability and with the virus and methods of solving approaches that only
allow questions that are permitted to respond to information. The addition should be obtained through
preventing sexual immorality and the right cooperation of each law-abiding person. The protection of sexual
immorality benefits from oppression and distribution of relationships to satisfy the desires of the race.
Independence increases the incapacity of managing health care to ensure that personal and health goals meet
before they fully know the availability of existing data.
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1. INTRODUCTION:
The protection of one of the most important
information requires the use of any rules or
protection in identifying knowledge by satisfying
the wishes of others. The methods of ignorance are
used to find ways to correct the way security is
guaranteed in addition to the maximum number of
words. The effectiveness of sexual immorality is
the need for fair and unexpected money that is
developed in knowledge acquired in care
management. The practice of literacy records
makes it possible to limit the resolution of all issues
and problems added to the statement. Wacky action
requires a strong reason for the massive increase in
questions on the other hand, the difficulty of filling
enough perfectionism in a piece of work that has
not yet learned [1]. In our work we learn the
problem of protecting independence from
ignorance. We use the non-decision statement that
has been given the right to determine an agreement
on increasing unemployment. In our work we focus
on protecting the ability to improve the health care
system. Safeguards are necessary to deal with all
your health needs in addition to the unauthorized
arrest of a permit. It is designed to plan programs
that ensure confidentiality and justice before
discovering clear things to find solutions.
2. METHODOLOGY:
The prospect of managing the process only makes
it possible for only authorized information to reach
users on the other hand; information on information
that can be used unused to show consumer health.
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bound.

The only way to adjust a way that allows animals to
ask for obedience questions is. When it is preached
by the distributed population and the protection of
the crime is not true, the accepted agent will allow
the use of employees to end, resulting in the
recognition of identity [2] [3]. Each privacy
strategy uses oppression and spreading information
to satisfy the needs of the day. Private identity has
been taught to continue the search for information
in books. We are mainly displaying stable
relational table. To illustrate our way, it is thought
to maintain a practical basis. That is a guide for
managing economic assistance to be effectively
protected under the status of the file lock. • Protect
to the best granules to support information
agreements to find out the best deal. Permits
employment-based access control to define the
terms of agreement that are relevant to the work of
this meeting. K-unknown is often associated with a
large number of human attacks or the total number
of rows in the same image group. Adjusting these
varied and structured elements of conservation each
class is equal to not under the different rules of
thought. Due to digital digitization, there are a
variety of similarities that cause information or
high-level numbers. We learn the mystery of
secrecy hidden from the sight of the unknown. The
principle is included in identifying the method of
use as well as the means of security of others. What
is wrong with the right requirement affirms that the
data received is required for optimal health. We use
anonymous as the reason for obtaining a permit to
establish a treaty on the amount of ignorance that
may be permitted. In our work, we begin to
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maintain the ownership of leadership systems that
have full potential. Facing the decision-maker
explaining the selection pages can be obtained from
the tasks where these personal preferences are to
cause ignorance or the other one-to-one. Increased
increase in the availability of self-defence is
unnecessary integration with each law enforcement
[4]. We have learned ways to know the secret that
know how to support the choices in the books, on
the other hand, to our other ideas; it's difficult to
meet enough perfection of many habits you have
not learned before.

Fig1: An overview of privacy-preserving access
control.
3. AN OVERVIEW OF PROPOSED SYSTEM:
Selection of an underground Norwegian algorithm
for Mondrian presentations by LeFevre et al.
Because of the job description of existing activities
until the application testing time - use information.
The purpose of the global decision-making decision
is to undermine the uncertainty of all humanitarian
issues when the information is not considered in
favour of questions. The material that supports the
work that business has described in the mysterious
ways has not yet been studied before it reaches our
best information. Select selected top The Mondrian
starts at the bottom of the space as one part and
after dividing the parts until the new part meets
with the other desired. To separate the distribution,
two decisions must be made to select a part that is
always separated on each side, with each part
selected separated. At the top of the selection the
value of the Mondrian divider is chosen within the
median, and then the dimension is a complete set
that is largely unacceptable for some questions. We
use an unresolved approach that confirms the right
to determine an agreement on an increase in
reasonable social security. The best thing of NP
was known to be sufficient NP to reduce and do.
The search for an indivisible argument contradicts
the irregularity of the limits at which the lowest
question may be that NP is difficult. The search
feature will confirm that it only allows information
available to users on the other hand; information

acceptable to employees who are allowed to disable
the user can be misused [5]. In our work we learn
the problem of protecting independence from
ignorance. Define the methods used through
guarantees and information quality. In our work we
focus on protecting the ability to improve the health
care system. What is designed to maintain the
availability of health-compressed health that makes
it hides and justifies goals is to achieve rather than
provide clear data for solutions. Permission within
the healthcare management system depends on the
chosen word. The President of the Program shall
determine the Convention on a regular basis and
the amendments involved in supporting each
authority and work - with a grant authorization.
The obstruction of a fixed solution makes radio
broadcasting reasonable. The mysterious material
that is imprisoned by users is not distributed
because the knowledge of an unjust settlement can
occur in a fool's collapse. The method of
preventing sexual obscenity must be consistent
with the virus that is always required, along with
the permitted consent. Each safety system is
assembled for access and maintenance procedures.
The only way to get rid of the road is to let
questions about what happens to the listening
words [6]. Protection of confidentiality protection
depicts data to address the need for sexual and nonrecovered sexual experiences through the ability to
cure.
4. CONCLUSION:
The secretary articles help with oppression and
resolution to satisfy the wishes of the day with the
lack of accurate knowledge. Our work is looking
for
a
secret
protection problem from
misconceptions and provides the confidentiality of
information about poor planning. We use it clearly
to seek permission to clarify a treaty on the
unrestricted number of cases. The idea of being
prevented from the justification of action for the
purpose of safeguarding the preservation of wealth.
Safeguarding the security is used for oppression as
well as conducting social information to satisfy the
needs of the day and to ensure that information and
justice are met before the use of information to find
solutions to improve. What is tailored to the
situation is the integration of solutions and the
safety measures of others. The only way to adjust
the way allows only to test questions from the
listener.
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